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As we enter a new decade, MMWEC and its  

Member and Project Participant MLPs will  

continue to do their part to diversify their power 

portfolios, improve resiliency and incorporate 

new carbon-free resources to prepare for the grid 

of the future, all while providing superior service 

at the lowest cost to their customers.
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SOLAR ENERGY

CONNECTED 
DEVICES

MMWEC works with the state 
Department of Energy Resources to 
develop the new MLP Solar Rebate 

Program; 17 MMWEC Members 
sign on to participate

WIND ENERGY
Berkshire Wind Phase II goes 

online, adding two new turbines 
and bringing the project to 19.6 

megawatts 

SMART HOMES
With the number of  “smart homes” 

increasing every year, MMWEC 
investigates new initiatives to 

serve evolving MLP and 
customer needs 

MMWEC begins development of 
“Connected Homes” program to make 
it easy for customers of participating 

MLPs to manage their home’s 
energy use via their 

WiFi-connected devices

ENERGY STORAGE
Since 2016, six MMWEC Members 

have installed a total of 25.5 
megawatts of energy storage

ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Ten Member MLPs participate in 

MMWEC’s Electric Vehicle/Charger 
Program, with more than 

80 EVs registered for 
scheduled charging 

HEAT PUMPS
MMWEC launches a ductless 

mini-split heat pump program 
with a leading manufacturer, 

assisting MLP customers 
with the transition to 

fuel switching 
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SHAPING THE FUTURE
As the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and  
the region continue to develop clean energy 
resources while looking for new approaches 
to fighting climate change, community-owned, 
non-profit municipal utilities and their joint action 
agency, the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale 
Electric Company (MMWEC), play a critical role 
in incorporating carbon-free resources and  
establishing the resiliency that will be required  
of the evolving power grid.  

The New England power grid of today is very 
different than the power grid of the late 1990s, 
when regional system operator, ISO New  
England, was formed.  Over the past two  
decades, the regional electric grid has moved 
away from a heavy reliance on coal and oil.  
Today’s resource mix, while featuring a higher 
percentage of natural gas, also includes a growing 
number of carbon-free resources, such as wind, 
energy storage and solar.  MMWEC, its Members 
and Project Participants are doing their part to 
support this developing grid of the future and 
align with public policies to reduce  
carbon emissions.  

In 2019, MMWEC and its municipal light plant 
(MLP) Members made strong progress toward 
integrating additional carbon-free resources in  
the region.  First, MMWEC and 12 Project  
Participant MLPs sold their ownership interests  
in W.F. Wyman Unit 4, an oil-fired generating 
plant in Maine, consistent with today’s changing 
energy landscape.  

In addition, the second phase of the Berkshire 
Wind Power Project, located atop Brodie  
Mountain in the towns of Hancock and  
Lanesborough, reached commercial operation 
in November.  Sixteen Members now own the 
output of the 19.6 megawatt project, which is 
operated by MMWEC.  When Berkshire Wind 
came online in 2011, then-Massachusetts  
Governor Deval Patrick called it “a new era  
of renewable energy development in  
Massachusetts.”  As the state’s second largest 
wind farm, the project has a direct impact on  
reducing the effects of climate change in 
our region.

Several MMWEC Members have also recently 
installed new carbon-free energy storage  
projects.  The resiliency attribute of energy  
storage is becoming more and more crucial to 
the grid of the future. 

Holyoke Gas & Electric’s Mt. Tom Energy Storage 
System boasts both the largest utility-scale energy 
storage system and the largest community solar 
project in the state.  Meanwhile, the Sterling  
Municipal Light Department installed the first  
utility-scale battery project in the state back  
in 2016.  Two years later, it was the first  
light department to develop a community  
solar-plus-storage project in Massachusetts,  
when it installed a 1 megawatt battery and  
1 megawatt solar project.  

The Ashburnham Municipal Light Plant, Wakefield 
Municipal Gas & Light Department and Temple-
ton Municipal Light and Water Plant have also 
installed lithium ion batteries recently.  And the 
West Boylston Municipal Light Plant has installed  
an innovative flywheel energy storage system, 
the first long-duration flywheel in the Northeast, 
which is tied into an existing 370 kilowatt solar 
project.  These MLP energy storage projects  
support the mission of the Massachusetts  
Department of Energy Resources’ Clean Peak 
Standard and demonstrate how MLPs are in 
lockstep with the state on reducing  
carbon emissions.  

In addition, as earlier state solar incentive  
programs expired, MMWEC and the MLPs 
worked with the Municipal Electric Association 
of Massachusetts to help the state develop the 
new MLP Solar Rebate Program.  This program 
incentivizes residents who want to reduce their 
carbon footprints to install rooftop solar at a 
discounted rate. 

As we enter a new decade, MMWEC and its 
Member and Project Participant MLPs will  
continue to do their part to diversify their  
power portfolios, improve resiliency and  
incorporate new carbon-free resources to  
prepare for the grid of the future, all while  
providing superior service at the lowest  
cost to their customers. 

Peter D. Dion
MMWEC President

Michael J. Flynn
Chairman of the Board 
and Gubernatorial  
Appointee

Ronald C. DeCurzio
Chief Executive Officer 
and Secretary
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MLPs Transition to Cleaner Portfolio
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Forty-three years after entering into joint ownership for the 
output of the W.F.  Wyman Unit 4 oil-fired generating plant 
in Yarmouth, Maine, MMWEC sold its ownership interests 
in the plant in July, 2019.  The output of MMWEC’s Wyman 
ownership interest was sold to 12 MLPs in Massachusetts.  
MMWEC owned approximately 3.7 percent, or about 22 
megawatts of the unit’s 610 megawatt capacity.  

When MMWEC’s Wyman Project was established in 1976, 
MMWEC had developed a balanced power supply system 
consisting of fossil fuel-fired generation, including Wyman, 
and nuclear generation.  The power supply mix was  
developed in a manner consistent with sound utility power 
supply planning at the time.  Today, changes in wholesale 
electric markets and evolving power supply strategies and 
policies create a need for a different power supply mix.   
The sale of the Wyman asset is more consistent with  
current sound utility power supply planning, to include  
less fossil fuel-fired generation, for the Wyman  
Project Participants. 

MMWEC is always looking to re-position the power  
portfolios of its MLP Members for their benefit.   
This sale exemplifies what is required of the evolving  
grid and is in lockstep with state and regional carbon  
emissions reduction goals.  

Wyman Energy Center



The value of carbon-free nuclear held steady in 2019,  
as Seabrook Station and Millstone Unit 3 both received  
assurances that they will be running for years to come.  
Both are critical to MMWEC Project Participants’ power 
portfolios for their carbon-free, debt-free generation, as  
well as for the reliability of the ISO New England grid.  

Seabrook Station’s operating license was renewed in 2019 
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), extending 
the nuclear plant’s license from 2030 to 2050.  NextEra, 
Seabrook’s principal owner and operator, applied for the 
license extension in 2010.  MMWEC owns 11.59% of the 
1,244 megawatt plant’s output, which is sold to 28  
participating Massachusetts MLPs.  

The license extension came just a few months before 
MMWEC retired all of its remaining bonds associated  
with its ownership in Seabrook Station.  The retirement  
of the bonds leaves MMWEC’s Seabrook Project  
Participants in a strong position for the  
foreseeable future.

Meanwhile, Dominion, principal owner and operator of 
Millstone Unit 3, has reached an agreement with Eversource 
and United Illuminating which will allow the Millstone  
Nuclear Power Station to continue its operation for the 
next ten years.  MMWEC owns 4.8% of Millstone Unit 3  
on behalf of its 28 Project Participants.  

The Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental 
Protection selected Millstone as a winner of its zero-carbon 
auction.  The agreement called for a ten-year proposal from 
Millstone for nine million megawatt hours of output per 
year, or roughly 50% of the facility’s 2,100 megawatt hour 
output.  The procurement agreement between Dominion 
and the Connecticut utilities does not impact MMWEC  
Participants’ entitlements, but it ensures the project’s  
financial viability for the next several years.  

SEABROOK AND MILLSTONE: 
 
 

Carbon Free, Debt Free 
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MMWEC Project Participants gathered 
in July 2019 to celebrate the retirement 
of all project bond debt

Seabrook Station



BERKSHIRE PHASE II GOES ONLINE  
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The expansion of the Berkshire Wind Power Project was 
completed in 2019, adding two additional turbines to the 
existing ten-turbine wind farm atop Brodie Mountain in 
Hancock and Lanesborough.  The new, 2.3 megawatt tur-
bines bring the project’s capacity to 19.6 megawatts.  

Improvements in blade technology have allowed the new 
turbines to begin operating and generating power at lower 
wind speeds, which increases the potential output for the 
wind farm.  Operating at one of the windiest inland sites 
in Massachusetts, Berkshire Wind operates at a capacity 
factor of nearly 40% and plays a key role in helping the state 
reduce carbon emissions.  Generating enough electricity to 
serve nearly 7,800 homes, Berkshire Wind will offset the 

production of nearly 800,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide 
and the use of 1.45 million barrels of oil.  The carbon 
dioxide emissions savings resulting from Berkshire Wind are 
equivalent to taking more than 5,500 internal combustion 
engine vehicles driving more than 51.7 million miles off  
the road each year.  

Sixteen MMWEC Members own the output of the  
Berkshire Wind Power Project.  

Berkshire Wind Power Project



MMWEC played a key role in assisting the Municipal 
Electric Association of Massachusetts (MEAM) to develop 
the state’s new MLP Solar Rebate Program.  MMWEC 
partnered with the state Department of Energy Resources 
(DOER) in offering the new solar incentive to customers of 
municipal utilities beginning in 2019.  

MMWEC was awarded $772,200 by DOER on behalf of  
its participating Members to administer the program as  
part of the first round of funding.  Seventeen MMWEC 
Members signed on to participate in the program, which 
includes a solar rebate of up to $1.20/watt, capped at 50% 
of total costs, for projects qualifying under specific criteria.  
Individual MLPs are able to apply their own qualification 
criteria to the incentive, thereby preserving the local  
decision-making authority of municipal utilities.  

Due to the program’s success, in late 2019, DOER  
announced the availability of additional funds for  
MMWEC members.  MMWEC applied for this funding  
on behalf of its Members. 

Municipal utilities participating in the program retire all  
renewable energy credits (RECs) associated with the  
projects’ output.  Through the solar incentive initiative 
administered by MMWEC, MLPs are able to respond to 
increasing customer requests to go green, while also  
supporting the state’s carbon emissions reduction goals.  

MLP SOLAR REBATE PROGRAM LAUNCHES 
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Residential solar installed by a  
Shrewsbury Electric and Cable  
Operations customer



HEAT PUMP PROGRAM EXPANDED  
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MMWEC’s Home Energy Loss Prevention Services (HELPS) 
program expanded its incentives with the launch of the new 
Muni Heat Pump Rebate Program in 2019.  In partnership 
with a leading manufacturer, the program allows customers 
to receive an instant manufacturer’s discount off the cost 
of a qualifying ductless mini-split heat pump system and a 
matching rebate from their participating light department.  
Nine MLPs participated in the pilot program, which has the 
potential for expansion.  

Ductless mini-splits allow homeowners to section their 
homes into multiple zones, with separate thermostat 
controls for each interior unit.  This allows customers to 
fine-tune their heating and cooling needs throughout their 
homes, increasing efficiency of the system.  

The potential costs savings for customers switching to a 
heat pump can be substantial.  Based on an average home 
size of 2,000 square feet, customers of the participating 
MLPs using a ductless mini-split system would save an  
average of $950-$2,900 annually on their heating bill over 
oil, propane or electric baseboard heat, while also helping 
the light department reduce carbon emissions.

CONNECTED HOMES PROGRAM DEVELOPED 
MMWEC further developed its innovative new  
residential demand management program, known as  
Connected Homes, in 2019, with the help of a grant from 
the DOER’s InnovatEE energy efficiency grant program.  

Connected Homes includes a new connected devices  
software program service for residential, multifamily and 
small business customers.  The program allows participating 
MLP customers to reduce their electric consumption  
by connecting their existing smart devices, such as  
EV chargers, WiFi thermostats, WiFi mini-split controllers 
and WiFi hot water heaters, to allow the light  

department to monitor and adjust electric consumption  
in real time.  MMWEC’s Emerging Technologies Team 
and Energy Efficiency programs are working together to 
develop forward-thinking programs that will allow MLPs to 
address developments in the way customers use electricity.  

Ductless mini-split wall-mounted unit



MMWEC’s remote dispatch services were expanded in 
2019, with 13 Members taking advantage of the program 
which demonstrates joint action at work.  

MMWEC’s remote dispatching program began in 2017 
and quickly gained steam, as Members saw the opportunity 
to improve efficiency, save money and maintain low, stable 
rates for customers.  

In 2019, MMWEC staff remotely dispatched 17 distributed 
energy resources totaling 36.6 megawatts, including energy 
storage and generators, on behalf of Member systems.  
Expertise developed by the MMWEC team, coupled with 
pooled resources, allows for maximum benefits to  
Members through joint action.  

In response to evolving customer desires and changing  
public policy goals, several MMWEC Members have  
developed programs to allow their customers to have a  
role in reducing carbon emissions.  Shrewsbury Electric  
and Cable Operations (SELCO) was ahead of the curve 
when it developed its “Green Light” program more than  
a decade ago.  The light departments in Mansfield and  
Marblehead are also now offering optional services  
allowing customers to pay a small fee to help reduce  
their impact on climate change.  

Through participation in the programs, customers’ energy 
consumption will be matched with Massachusetts Class I 

RECs.  A REC is generated each time one megawatt hour 
of renewable energy is generated and delivered to the grid.  
The funds collected from participating customers is used  
to purchase and retire these RECs.  

Customers participating in these initiatives  
are able to decrease their carbon footprints 
in an easy and measurable way through a 
customized, flexible program.  The creation 
of such programs is yet another example 
of the flexibility and adaptability of municipal 
utilities to changing customer needs. 

REMOTE DISPATCH PROGRAM BROADENED  

VOLUNTARY RENEWABLE ENERGY PROGRAMS OFFERED  
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MMWEC has been active at the stakeholder level in ISO 
New England’s quest to address fuel security concerns in 
the region.  During this process, ISO-NE proposed, and 
NEPOOL passed, changes to the tariff that would prevent 
any generating unit given a fuel security reliability must 
run (RMR) contract from subsequently being retained for 
transmission security purposes.  MMWEC supported this 
proposal, maintaining that RMR contracts are costly to  
consumers and harmful to market operations.  

The next step in the process included the development 
of ISO-NE’s proposed solution, called Energy Security 
Improvements (ESI).  ESI, which represents a fundamental 
redesign of the energy and reserve markets, consists of 
multiple components, including new ancillary services  
and a seasonal forward procurement.  If approved by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the ISO-NE 

proposal could result in a net cost to consumers of  
$155 million, with uncertain improvements to the  
region’s fuel security issues.  

MMWEC staff spent time thoroughly examining the  
proposals to determine the effects on MMWEC  
Members and MMWEC assets.  MMWEC’s initial  
scrubbing of ISO-NE’s analysis of ESI demonstrates that this 
plan doesn’t create the incentives for certain fast-starting 
generating assets that are currently in the forward reserve 
market, such as MMWEC’s Stony Brook Energy Center.  
Units like Stony Brook, with its fast-start capability and ability 
to augment intermittent renewables, are the types of units 
that will be necessary for fuel security, resilience and fuel 
diversity going forward.  MMWEC will continue to analyze 
and validate the expected impact of these changes. 

MMWEC was innovative in its thinking when it launched its 
Electric Vehicle and Scheduled Charging Program in 2017.  
Two years later, the program continues to offer participating 
MLPs and their customers a solution to evolving customer 
desires, while addressing system needs.  

A collaboration between MMWEC’s Home Energy Loss 
Prevention Services (HELPS) program, ten participating 
MLPs and local car dealerships, the program includes a 
dealer discount with the purchase of a Chevrolet Bolt, a 
Nissan LEAF or a Nissan LEAF Plus for participating MLP 
customers.  Coupled with federal tax incentives and a state 
EV rebate, electric vehicles are becoming accessible to more 
carbon-conscious drivers. 

In addition, select MLPs offer a free or discounted level  
2 WiFi equipped EV charger to customers who enroll in 
the Scheduled Charging Program.  The Scheduled Charging 

Program allows the MLP to 
temporarily reduce the charge 
available during peak electric 
usage hours, in the evening.  This 
helps the MLP to control electric 
load, which results in lower rates 
for customers.  Nearly 90 EV 
chargers are currently enrolled in 
the Scheduled Charging Program. 

Meanwhile, four MMWEC  
Members added EVs to their light department  
fleets or town fleets in 2019. 

As the market share of EVs continues to grow,  
MMWEC continues to develop new solutions  
for MLPs to adapt to the evolving grid. 

FUEL SECURITY PROPOSAL ADVANCES    
 
 

EV PROGRAM OFFERS INCENTIVES TO DRIVERS  
 
 

Ipswich Electric Light  
Department electric 
vehicle



CLEAN ENERGY LEGISLATION MOVES FORWARD  
 
 

PUBLIC POWER ADVOCACY SHINES AT STATE HOUSE 

MMWEC assisted the Municipal Electric Association of 
Massachusetts (MEAM) in helping to craft clean energy 
legislation that recognizes and works with the public power 
business model.  

The legislation, co-sponsored by dozens of lawmakers, 
supported municipal utilities in setting rigorous green-
house gas emissions standards, while maintaining the local 
control and decision-making that is the hallmark of public 
power.  The legislation demonstrated the MLPs’ support of 
the state’s public policy goals in reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions, while recognizing the tools available to municipal 

utilities, such as self-generation and the ability to enter into 
long-term contracts.  The power portfolios of MMWEC 
Members have included a higher percentage of carbon-free 
energy than is required under the state’s renewable  
portfolio standard, further reflecting the MLPs’ commitment 
to addressing climate change.  

MMWEC continued its efforts to educate about and 
advocate for public power in 2019.  For the second straight 
year, MMWEC hosted a “State House Briefing,” designed to 
highlight the benefits to consumers and the value municipal 
utilities and MMWEC bring to the Commonwealth.  

The State House Briefing brought together light  
department managers, state administrative officials and  
state legislators to educate legislators and officials on the 
many initiatives MLPs have undertaken to help reduce 
carbon emissions.  Representatives of the Department of 
Energy Resources addressed some of the ways the state 
and MLPs have worked together on these initiatives,  
including through the development of the MLP Solar  
Rebate Program and the Advancing Commonwealth  
Energy Storage (ACES) grant program to assist MLPs  
in the development of energy storage projects in their  
communities.  In addition, State Representative  
Thomas A. Golden, Jr. (D-Lowell), Chairman of the Joint  

Committee on Telecommunications,  
Utilities and Energy, thanked MMWEC and 
its Members for the work done to advance 
clean energy and support the state’s public 
policy goals.  

The event also offered light department 
managers the opportunity to meet individu-
ally with their representatives in the State House,  
to discuss more in-depth the local  
initiatives that may be on the horizon. 
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State Representative 
Thomas Golden Jr.,  
former DOER  
Commissioner Judith  
Judson, and MMWEC 
CEO Ron DeCurzio  
at the 2019 MMWEC  
State House Briefing
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
TABLE ONE: Condensed Balance Sheets

Current assets, less current portions of designated  
and restricted special funds $ 78,952 $ 103,011 $ 110,328 
Restricted special funds, including interest receivable  
and current portion of restricted special funds  36,661  85,112  93,378
Other assets  361,883  285,236  243,089
Capital assets  543,713  544,922  570,002
Deferred outflows of resources  79,456  83,475  3,422
Total assets and deferred outflows of resources $ 1,100,665 $ 1,101,756 $ 1,020,219

Current liabilities, less current maturities
of long-term debt and accrued interest $ 148,776 $ 175,093 $ 135,678 
Long-term debt, net of premiums, including current  
maturities and accrued interest  43,772  26,504  31,414
Noncurrent liabilities  253,888  262,530  259,612
Deferred inflow of resources  654,229  637,629  593,515
Total liabilities and deferred inflows of resources $ 1,100,665 $ 1,101,756 $ 1,020,219

TABLE TWO: Condensed Statements of Revenues,  
Expenses and Changes in Net Position

Operating revenues $ 228,328 $ 264,632 $ 234,463 
Depreciation expense  20,798  16,675  17,678
Other operating expenses  220,245  251,760  229,043
Total operating expenses  241,043  268,435  246,721
Operating income (loss)  (12,715)  (3,803)  (12,258)
Investment income (loss)  27,653  (1,082)  14,793 
Interest and amortization expense  (1,415)  (1,841)  (1,104)
Gain on disposition of property  1,044  -  -
(Increase) Decrease in amounts payable under terms of  
the power sales agreements   (14,597)  6,726  (1,431) 
Total non-operating income (expenses)  12,715  3,803  12,258
Change In Net Position $ - $ - $ -

2019

2019

2018

2018

2017

2017

(in thousands)

Restated

Restated

(in thousands)
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TABLE THREE: Condensed Statements of Cash Flows

Net cash provided by operating activities  $ 13,715 $ 19,640 $ 15,853
Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities  9,610  (37,450)  76,832
Net cash used in capital and related financing activities  (14,637)  (8,840)  (71,559)
Net cash provided by (used in) noncapital  
financing activities  (28,675)  21,967  4,543
Net change in cash and cash equivalents  (19,987)  (4,683)  25,669
Cash and cash equivalents — beginning of year  $ 73,662 $ 78,345 $ 52,676

Cash and cash equivalents — end of year $ 53,675 $ 73,662 $ 78,345

2019 2018

2019

2019 2018

2018

2017
(in thousands)

Generation MWh
40,617

Generation MWh
1,521

Generation MWh
93,920

Generation MWh
6,617

Availability
84.40%

Availability
95.82%

Availability
94.84%

Capacity
1.47%

Capacity
0.11%

Capacity
3.44%

Capacity
0.47%

Stony Brook Intermediate

Stony Brook Peaking

Restated

Availability
93.40%

MMWEC Project Operations  January 1–December 31 
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2019

2019

2019

2018

2018

2018

MMWEC Project Operations (continued) 
January 1–December 31 (unless otherwise noted)

(period of January 1 - June 30)
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455,649

Generation MWh
12

Generation MWh
1,166,443

Generation MWh
515,128

Generation MWh
4,858

Availability
100%

Availability
92.37%

Availability
100%

Availability
91.37%

Availability
82.52%

Availability
99.04%

Capacity
99.93%

Capacity
81.15%

Capacity
92.18%

Capacity
100.84%

Capacity
1.74%

Seabrook

Millstone 3

Wyman 4

0.84% over capacity

Capacity
2.50%

Capacity
0.01%
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Revenues    $ 23,137 $ 29,703
Other billings    -  -
Reserve and contingency fund billings    679  400
Total    23,816  30,103
Less — operating and maintenance expenses    16,489  25.701
Available revenues net of expenses   $ 7,327 $ 4,402

Debt service requirement   $ 6,647 $ 4,002

Coverage (110% required)    110%  110%

2019 2018
(in thousands)

Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company
Debt Service Coverage Calculation
Years Ending December 31, 2019 and 2018

NET REVENUE AVAILABLE FOR DEBT SERVICE

In accordance with the provisions of MMWEC’s GBR, MMWEC covenants that it shall fix, revise and collect rates, tolls,  
rents and other fees and charges sufficient to produce revenues to pay all Project operating and maintenance expenses,  
and principal, premium, if any, and interest on the Bonds.  Revenues for each Project, which include applicable interest  
earnings from investments, are required to equal 1.10 times the annual debt service for each contract year ending  
June 30, after deduction of certain operating and maintenance expenses and exclusive of depreciation.  As such,  
amounts included in the table below do not reflect December 31 balances.  For the contract years ended  
June 30, 2019 and 2018, MMWEC met the GBR debt service coverage requirements for all of MMWEC’s Projects. 
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DIRECTORS OFFICERS & SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

Michael J. Flynn
Chairman, Gubernatorial
Appointee and Wilbraham 
Representative

Charmaine White
Gubernatorial Appointee

Luis Vitorino
Town of Ludlow  
Representative

Joseph M. Sollecito
Mansfield Municipal  
Electric Department  
General Manager

Cornelius Flynn
Town of Hampden 
Representative

John Driscoll
Templeton Municipal  
Light & Water Plant 
General Manager

Charles Orphanos
Peabody Municipal Light  
Plant Manager

James M. Lavelle
Holyoke Gas & Electric 
Department General Manager

Kevin P. Kelly
Groton Electric Light 
Department Manager

Michael Hale
Shrewsbury Electric & Cable 
Operations General Manager

Sean Hamilton
Sterling Municipal  
Light Department  
General Manager
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OFFICERS & SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

Peter D. Dion
MMWEC President

Nancy A. Brown
Assistant Secretary

Ronald C. DeCurzio
Chief Executive Officer  
and Secretary

Kate Roy
Director of Communications  
& External Affairs

Eric Womack
Director of Business Support  
& Administrative Services

Peter H. Barry
General Counsel

Carol A. Martucci
Director of Financial Reporting 
& Corporate Technology

Brian Quinn
Director of Engineering  
& Generation Assets

Stephen J. Smith
Assistant Treasurer

Matthew J. Ide
Executive Director of  
Energy & Financial Markets, 
and Treasurer



 
 
 

MEMBERS & PROJECT PARTICIPANTS 
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Ashburnham Municipal Light Plant*

Boylston Municipal Light Department*

Braintree Electric Light Department

Chicopee Electric Light*

Danvers Electric Division

Georgetown Municipal Light Department

Groton Electric Light Department*

Hingham Municipal Lighting Plant

Holden Municipal Light Department*

Holyoke Gas & Electric Department*

Hudson Light & Power Department

Hull Municipal Light Plant*

Ipswich Electric Light Department*

Littleton Electric Light & Water

Mansfield Municipal Electric Department*

Marblehead Municipal Light Department*

Middleborough Gas & Electric Department

Middleton Electric Light Department

North Attleborough Electric Department

Paxton Municipal Light Department*

Peabody Municipal Light Plant*

Princeton Municipal Light Department**

Reading Municipal Light Department

Russell Municipal Light Department*

Shrewsbury Electric & Cable Operations*

South Hadley Electric Light Department*

Sterling Municipal Light Department*

Templeton Municipal Light & Water Plant*

Wakefield Municipal Gas & Light Department*

West Boylston Municipal Light Plant*

Westfield Gas & Electric

Pascoag (RI) Utility District

Green Mountain Power Corporation (VT)

Hardwick (VT) Electric Department

Ludlow (VT) Electric Light Department

Morrisville (VT) Water and Light Department

Stowe (VT) Electric Department

Swanton (VT) Electric Department

*    MMWEC Member and Participant
**  MMWEC Member Only
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The Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale 

Electric Company (MMWEC) is a  
not-for-profit, public corporation and  
political subdivision of the Commonwealth 
of Massachusetts, created in 1976 through 
an Act of the Massachusetts General Court.  
MMWEC provides a broad range of power 
supply, financial, risk management and other 
services to enhance the competitiveness of 
Massachusetts municipal utilities. MMWEC 
also is the operator and principal owner  
of the Stony Brook power plant, a 
527-megawatt, combined-cycle  
generating station located at MMWEC’s 
Energy Center in Ludlow, Massachusetts.

Copies of the report and supplemental  
financial information can be obtained,  

free of charge, by contacting:

Communications and External Affairs 
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale  

Electric Company 
327 Moody Street 
Ludlow, MA 01056 

Email: mmwec@mmwec.org 
Web: www.mmwec.org 
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SHAPING THE FUTURE




